
“Art is a universal language and through it each nation makes its own contribution 
to the culture of mankind.” 

-Dwight D. Eisenhower 
 

Dear All, 
Our country has acquired a distinguished identity in the world through its rich  
cultural heritage and immense regard for indigenous traditions. We pride ourselves 
on our diversity and celebrate our multitudinous differences as our unwavering 
strength. One encounters a whole new milieu of different languages, food habits, 
clothing styles and beliefs after traversing a distance of a few miles in this glorious 
land. We believe that it is essential for children to be acquainted with the vast variety 
of these cultural mores as it shall not only result in well-rounded development of 
their personalities but shall also inculcate an inquisitive and more open outlook. 

As a part of a CBSE initiative, Expression series on art and culture was undertaken by 
the school, whereby learners got an opportunity to explore the ethnic make-up of  
the state of Sikkim. To facilitate the journey of discovery in an inventive and 
innovative manner, students were encouraged to utilize various modes of art to 
display their findings. Through the power of painting, art and craft and their own 
unique linguistic prowess, students were able to demonstrate the magnificence of 
the regional culture and draw out beautiful similarities between Delhi and Sikkim. 
The projects thus furnished not only increased the breadth of learners’ knowledge 
and experience but also helped them channelize their latent creativity and 
imagination in a productive way. 

We hope that this compendium of our students’ marvelous efforts proves to be a 
delightful read for all. 

 
 
Warm Regards 

Suruchi Gandhi 
(Principal) 



EXPRESSIONS
 

An art integrated approach to
social science

“Painting is poetry that is seen rather
than felt, and poetry is a painting that is
felt rather than seen”

 -Leonardo da Vinci
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Transcending Cultural Boundaries
Developing a sense of pride and

respect for our rich culture by
Bal Bharatians



Flora and Fauna

DISCOVER THE BEAUTY OF NATURE!



Bespoke 
Jewellery

Let's appreciate the hidden
treasure of Sikkim one gem

at a time. 



E-Brochures Comparisons to
emphasise 

Unity in Diversity



Sublime
Sikkim!

Insight into vast wonders 



Art and Culture are essential aspects of learners’ overall
development. They foster creative inquiry and also assist in
refining skills. Art and culture also help us in enabling
perspective, instilling values, and translating experiences
across space and time. In order to provide a platform for
students to creatively express their ideas/views on the theme
of Art and Culture, the Expression Series Activities were
conducted in every class. With the help of drawing, painting,
poem and essay students showcased similarities in Art &
Culture of Delhi and Sikkim. The array of activities enabled
each student to learn, explore, and express Delhi and Sikkim
through their lens. Thus series of wholehearted responses
have filled colors in BBPS DWARKA’s endeavors.
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